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I. INTROPUCTION 

The increased use of wind-driven generators in the last few years has 

resulted in special generator designs which ope):ate at varying speed and 

frequency, utilidngstatic inverters for conversion of direct to alterna

ting current. The potential application of this emerging technology to 

hydropower production schemes has recently received considerable attention, 

as witnessed, for e:ll:ample,by the recent DOE-El?RI (1983) workshop on applica

tions of variable-speed generators in hydropowe):. Typically, a variable

speed hyd.roelectric scheme would consist essentially of the turbine, a 

synchronous generator (variable speed and frequency), a rectifier for the 

generato!:" output, an inverter at the powerhouse and alternating current 

transmission, or direct current transmission, and an inverter at the sub

station.. Regardless of the speed variation.s, the inverters have the 

ability to maintain virtually constant frequency and voltage for any given 

load. 

While ):ectifiers and inverters are added elements in variable--speed 

schemes, certain simplifications and cost reductions 'may result in other 

areas, which must be taken into account in potential cost benefit studies. 

Although the purpose of the present report is to discuss hydromechanical 

aspects of variable-speed turbine operation, a few generator and control 

features are briefly touched upon here to give a more general perspective 

of the overall pr.oblem. Fi.rst, since the generator output is recti;fied· 

in' a var iable-speed scheme; the number of genel;ator poles can be optimized 

to simplify generator construction, without regard for the electrical load. 

Second, because of less severe requirements on voltage wave-forms, simpli

fications may also be possible in both pole and stator windings. Third, 

for variable head units, it may be possible to match the turbine rating 

with a smaller generator by running at variable speed', because 

a smaller output range results from variable speed operation, and 
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more flexibility is then available to place the aesign heaa within the head 

range. Fourth, waterhcunmer and goveJ:'ning problems are considerably simpli

fied, resulting in savings in space, equipment, and maintenance. For low

heaa, low-power applications in particular, constant-speed turbine-generator 

units ,generally have low inertia constants which require the use of flywheels, 

with or without speed reducers. For variable speed opeJ:'ation, the complica

tion of control schemes which make up a large proportion of the total cost 

for smaller units is considerably ,reduced OJ:' eliminated altogether. Contin

\,1ously acting speed control and flywheels are not necessaJ:'y, although some 

limited speed control may be necessary to provide operational limits and 

load sharing between units. 

For additional giscu13sion'of generator and inverter technology, the 

reader is referred to Nair (1982) and the DOE-EPRI (1983) workshop. It 

appears from the workshop presentations and results that the electric field 

fs being actively investigated and there is a need for parallel research on 

, the hydromechanical aspects of the turbines. Several types of variable 

speed generators are presently being examined (including in pa):ticular 

doubly fed machines) • Inverter technology is advancing rapidly, and research 

and developmenteffo):ts for best conversion methods for wind-turbine, small

hydro, and existing large-hydro power generation are under review. 

The present report focuses on hydromechanical aspects of variable

speed turbine operation. possible applications and advantages from a 

bydromechanics point of view are briefly discussed in the next section, 

similarity conditions are analyzed in section III, applications of simil

arity laws to variable-speed turbine performance estimates are presented 

in section IV 1 and some theoretical calculations fOr axial :flow (propeller) 

turbines are discussed in section V. Finally, conclusions and ideas for 

future research are briefly reviewed in section VI. 
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II. POSSIBLE APPLICA'J;'IONS OF THE VARIABLE-SPEED TURBINE 

Possible variable-speed turbine applications and benefits depeno on 

the mode of plant operation, ano potential cost-benefit analyses require 

the oefinition of operation scenarios. Sheldon (1~83) and Ale:Kanoer (1983) 

have recently performed analysel:l of energy and wate,r gains for Francis 

turbines under various conoitions of operation, using model tel:lt performance 

data for specifio turbines already inl:ltalled. In principle, allowing for 

variation of the turbine speed should result in the following advantages: 

a) Improved performance at off-design heads and improved range of 

oPerating heads. Low-head propeller turbines in particular can 

experience q. very wide range of operating head as a percent of 

design head. 

b) Imp:rov,ed pe:rformance at off-design discharges and improved 

range of operating discharges. 

0) ImprQved performance for Pl,lmp-turbine units. Here if the 

rotational speed is to be the same fo:r both turbine and pump 

ope:rations, 'SOllle sacrifice in efficiency in eithe:r or both 

modes is generally necessary. Pump-turbine applications 

invOlve usually high heaos and relatively large head vari'a

tions, ano require radial or mixed floW machines. 

Wislicenus (1979) has pointed out that a:Kial-flow machines, 

except for their low operatiri:g head, are'theoretical1y more 

attractive as pump-turbines than radial-flow machines because 

they.operate near optimum efficiency at a given rotational 

speed in both the pumping and tllrbining modes. The use of 

mu;I.ti-l:Itageaxial flOw units has been suggesteo.by Wislicenus 

as a possible improvement. Obv iol,l sly , variable-speed opera

tion of Francis unitl:l I:Ihould. also be examin,ed in this regard 

because peak efficiency can be achieved without the expensive 

mUlti-stage option. 
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Determination of the potential benefits of the variable speed turbine 

depends obviously on quantifying the improvements in perfotmance. The ):,e

suIts of Sheldon (1983) for three specific Francis units (n ,== 24.5', 44,7, , s 
and 56.1 in English units) show that variable speed provides small in-

c):'eases in energy production relative to the wa.te):' used. For, three scenarios 

with heada varying ,±50 percent from the best-efficiency head, Sheldon con

sidered machines ope):'ating at best possible efficiency, at constant 0):' 

m~imum possible powe):', and at constant or maximum possible discharge. 

For the best possible efficiency case, an ene):'gy increase of 3.5 percent 

and water saving of 0.1 percent resulted for ns = 24.5, while fo):' 

n, 1= 56.1, the energy inc):'e:ase was smaller, 1. 6 percent, but the water 
s 

saving of 4.9 perce~t was larger. 

These results apply to the specific tu):'bines analyzed. othetunits 

may behave diffe:r;ently, and it might be possible that tU,rbine design 

optimization for va;riable speed may result in larger gains. As Alexander 

(1983) has, pointed out, the turbines he used in his study (one of which 

coincides with one of the units in Sheldon's (1983) analysis) were built 

to provide a wide operating range rather than maximum peak efficiency. 

Variable speed turbines designed fot highest efficiency should show greater 
, ' 

,improvements in energy recove):'y. For fixed-blade prope1ier turbines, 

, which have very narrow operational ranges as a' percent of full load (see 

Fig. 1), the results could be very different, in particular if large rela

tive head'variations occur. Since fixed-blade propeller turbines are much 

less costly than Kaplan turbines, their potential cost benefits should be 

examined in detaiL 

Developmet:t of software for producing benefit analyses relative to 

a set of specific scena):'ios require that detailed turbine data,be avail

able. These data are generally lacking, on the one hand because of the 

propr ietary nature of the manufacturer's design information ~ and on the 

other because many' developments in the design of small sca:J..e units are 

relatively recent. Sometimes the available performance data does not 

cover the entire ran~e of possible variable-speed operat~on. .Thus, 

additional data, appears to be needed, as would be obtained in a turbine 

test stand using scale models. In the following, the nature of the re

quired data is illustrated in the light of several specific analyses. 
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Ul. SIMIJ:,ARl'l'Y CONDITIONSANDOPERA'l'ING CHARACTERIS'l'ICS 

The 9):'ouping of )?arameters b):'ought about by dimensional analysis 

pe):'mits the writing of a )?hysical ):'elationship in terms of fewe):' dimen

sionless quantities (n numbe):'s) rep):'esenting ratios of significant fo):'ces 

fo):' the problem. This provides a method to ext):'a)?olate model test data 

to .p):'oto.ty)?e situations by equating conesponding dimensionless numbers. 

As ap)?lied to hydraulic machinery, similarity considerations provide, 

futhermore, an answer to the following im)?ortant question: Given test 

data on the performance characteristics of a certain type of machine under 

. certain o)?er·ating conditions, what can be said about the performance 

characteristics of the same machine, or of a geometrically similar machine 

under different operating conditions? Similarity considerations provide, 

in addition, a means of. cataloguing machine types and thus.aid in the 

selection of the type suitable for a particular se.t of oonditions. 

The problem of similarity of flow oonditons can be summarized.as 

follows: Under what oonditions will geometrically similar flow patterns 

with proportional velooitie.sand accelerations ocour .around or within 

geometrioally similar bodies? obviously, the forces acting on corresponding 

fluid masses must be pro)?ortionally related, as are the kinematic qu.anti

ties, sO as to insure that the fluid will follow geometrically similar 

paths. An answer to this question can be obtained by examining the funda

mental laws of motion and identifying the.relevant forces. While these 

laws cannot yet be used predict theoretically the flow conditions in a 

machine with unknown performance characteristics, the information they 

)?rovide on forces and boundary conditions enables the determination of an 

answer to the similitude problem~ 
. . 

For geometrioally similar maohines, kinematic similarity requires that 

the ratio Q/r4D3 be the same' for model and prototype. Here Q is the 

turbine discharge, n is the rotational speed in radians per seoond 

(n = 2nn/60, where n = rotational speed in revolutions per minute) , 
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and D is a typical runner diameter. In the rotating coordinate system 

this ratio represents also the ratio between inertial and centrifugal 

forces, or equivalently the ratio between kinetic energy and the potential 

energy of the ,centrifugal force. 

The condition O/Q03 = constant is actually sufficient fo):, similarity. 

The dynamic similadty oondition 9H/n 2D2;::: constant follows from the basic 

laws and permits calculation of the head H for similar operating con

ditions. For brevity, energy losses and volumetric efficiencies have been 

left out of the discussion as presented here. Equality of hydraulic, vol

umetric, and mechanical efficiencies is necessary for strict similarity. 

Departures :J;rom this equality produce scale effects, a discussion of which 

can be found in Arndt, Farell, and Wetzel (in press). 

111.1. Specific Speed 

Similar flow oonditions are ensured by the constancy of the ratio 

Q/nD3 " which implies constancy of the ratio 9R/Q2D2. In other words 

( 1) 

This, relationship can also be written in terms of a third dimensionless 

number which does not involv~ the representative dimensiO,n D of the 

machine, and which can replace either of the two arguments in Eq. (JJ. 
Such a number can be obtained by appropriate multiplication of powers of 

the dimensionless numbers in Eq. (1): 

, , 3/4 

N ';:::(~,' )1/2 (n2,D2) ;::: 
SQ QD3 ' gH 

QQ1/2 

(gH) 3/4 
( 2) 

This dimensionless number is called the specific speed. For hydraulic 

turbines, however, the definition of the specific speed is based on the 

power Pdelivered by the turbine as a variable, instead of on the flow 

rate Q. 'The corresponding, dimensionless number to ensure ,kinemat'ic 

similarity for P is p/pQ3D5, which isa function of 9H/Q2D2 Elim-

inating ,D between these two numbers one gets, 

N 
s 

;::: n(p/p) 1/2 

(gH) 5/4 

7 
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The two specific speeds a!;e related by 

which is obtained making use of the equation P = nyQH. If we choose 

Ns as the independent variable in these relationships, then all other 

dimensionless combinations can be e~pressed as functions of Ns 

(4) 

The specific speed describes a specific combination of operating con

ditions that ensures similar flows in geometdcally similar machines. It. 

has thus attached to it a specific value of efficiency, n (assumed 

appro~imately constant for similar flow conditions regardless of size). 

It is customary to label each ser ies of geometrically similar turbines by 

the value of Ns which gives maximum n for the series. Unless other-

N value referred to when the terminology s wise stated, this is the 

specific speed is used. The value of N thus defined permits the c1asss 
i;fication of turbines according to efficiency. Each geometric design has 

a range of N values.where it can be used with only one value corres-s 
ponding to peak efficiency. Figure 2 shows the peak efficiency of various 

types of turbines as a·function of specific speed. 

The N , as it was defined here, is dimensionless. s It is common 

practice to drop g and p from the definition and define 

n 
S 

n as 
S 

(5) 

with n in rpm. In English units, the units of P are horsepower, and 

the units of H are feet. In metric units, the unit of P .is either the 

metric horsepower or the kilowatt, and the unit of H is' the meter. The 

relationships of these three definitions. of ns to the dimensionless Ns 

are: 

ns = 43.5 N (English units) s 

n :; 193.1 N (Metric units· using metric horsepower) (6) s s 

n :; 166 Ns (Metric s units . using KW for power) 
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· Abcissa axes showing met:r.; ie and Englishuni ts have been added to 

Fig. 2 fo:r.; convenience. 

III.2. Performance Curves and Characte:cistic Diagrams 

Typicalhead-diseharge-efficienoy performance curves for constant 

speed operation for a £i~ed-blade, fi~ed-gate a~ial turbine are given in 

Fig. 3. These curves show operating conditions of the turbine at point!3 

other than the design or best efficiency point. From such a diagram it 

is possible to obtain ope;rating conditions for the turbine at speeds 

other than the design speed by using the two similarity conditions, which 

give 

Ql Q2 
and 

HI H2 
= = 

5"21 5"2 2 5"2 2 5"2 2 
1 2 

(7 ) 

In i'lddition, the efficiencies are assumed to be equal as well, nl = n2 • 

In general, for a variable-gate turbine, a characteristic diagram can 

be prepared with the dimensionless parameters in Eq. (1) as coordinates 

.and the gate opening as parameter. Curves of constant efficiency can· be 

shown on the diagram ,which is then known as a performance hill diagram. 

Alternately, one can use the best efficiency vales of the parameters on 

the coordinate axes to convert the diagram to· a percent discharge-percent 

head diagram. Powe;t:" can also be used in one of the coordinate a~es .or as 

an additional parameter (in dimensionless form). For a Kaplan turbine, 

the blade angle is an· additional parameter.· 
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IV. VARIABLE-SPEED TURBINE PERFORMANCE AT CONSTANT HEAD 

Va~iable-speed performance diagrams at constant head for two small 

axial-flow turbines with fixed vanes ana blades, Al and A2 , an axial 

pump used as a turbine, Pl , three Francis turbines, Fl , F2,and F3 , 

a pum~ turbine, Tl , and a Kaplan turbine, Kl , were obtained from in

formation suppliea by manufacture:rs or available in the lite:rature. The 

o:riginal information was in different form for the various cases investi

gated, and the processing of the dat .. differed for each turbine, as outlined 

below. The following table gives the specific speeds of the turbines 

analyzed: 

N 
s 

n (kW ,m, rpm) n (hp,ft,rpm) s . s . 

Al 1.61 267 70 

A2 2.65 440 115 

PI 2.68 444 116 

Fl. 0.51 84 22 

F2 0.81 134 35 

F3 1.43 237 62 

Tl 0.76 127 33 

Kl 3.26 542 142 . 

On the H-Q plane, if 'the fixed-gate character istic curve of a turbine 

is known for a given speea, , the similarity laws c,an be used as explained in 

the preceding section to obtain the characteristic curves at 'other speeds. 

, Generally, the form of this H-Q curve is as shown in 11'ig. 4. If the tur

bine fixed-gate I H-Q· curve at constant speed is steeper than the similar

ity parabola linking equal-efficiency points, then it is seen that for 
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constant H, Q will be an increasing function of n. The opposite is 

true if the similarity parabola is steeper than the H-Q curve. .Both cases 

actually can occur, as shown later on. 

A computer program was prepared to carry out numerically the similar

ity calculations indicated in the preceding paragraph. Original values 

from the known performance curves of the turbine at oonstantspeed were 

stored in disorete ;form, for small head increments (::.H, in reference 

column matrices QREF(I), HREF(I), PREF(I), and EFF(I). The values genera

ted using the similarity relationships for different turbine speeds were 

stored .in matrices QFLOW 0: ,J), HEAD (I ,J), POWER (t ,J), EFF (I), and RPM (J) • 

Here the inde~ I denotes a point in the original performance curve, and 

the inde~ J identifies the speed. FOr constant head operation with 

variable speeds, the elements of the matrix HEAD(I;J) were searched to 

identify the intervals {::.H. where the constant-head value fell, and linear 

interpolation was then used to calculate the other operational parameters. 

These oalculations were performed for the axial turbines Al and 

A2 , the axial pump PI' and the Francis turbine F 3' at fixed gate. 

Similar oalculations for operational conditions other than constant head 

H could also be performed by introducing the appropriate constraint in the 

matrices. Only constant head results are presented in this report, however ~ 

Figure 5 shows the variable-speed characteristics of the axial-flow' 

turbine Al (N s=1.61), with fixed gate and blade~at constant head. It is 

seen that the discharge Q increases only slightly with the rotational 

speed, n. This means that operating the turbine at variable speed will 

not greatly facilitate flow control. Figures 6 and 7 present the corres

ponding characteristics for turbine A2 and the' axial~f16w pump PI used 

as turbine. (For turbine A2 , a peak efficiency value.fj = 0.9 was 

assume.d in the calculations.) In both cases, there is a steeper rise of 

the curve of discharge versus rotatiorial speed I which wili be discu.ssed 

fUrther in section V. Figure S gives a comparison of variable-speed off

design performance curves for turbines' AI' A2,and Pl' The corresponding 

ourve for a full Ka)?lan,constant-speed turbine is also included. The 

coordinates are percent of peak efficiency and percent of peak-efficiency 

discharge to facilitate the comparison. The larger variation in discharge 

14 
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obtained with turbines A2 and PI in telation to that for turbine Al 

for which Q varies only slightly with n) is cleatly exhibited in this 

figure. This may be related to the higher specific ,speed of turbines A2 

and Pl' FiguteS indicates that the performance information supplied by 

the manufacturers, related to fixed-speegoperation, is not sUfficiently 

comprehensive to ,compute the full range of vadable speed performance. At 

best, t\lrbines A2 and P 1 indicate a ±20 percent range in turbine dis

charge with acceptable, performance / Which is much less than that which is 

achieved by fixed vane, variable .... pitch blade turbines operating at con

stant rotational speed. This operational range, however, m?iY be greater 

in higher specific speed turbines. 

NoW let us consider variable speed operation with a variable-gate 

capability, such as turbines ll\, F 2' F 3' and Kl • Poin tslying along the 

constant efficiency contours sketched in Fig. !) represent different com

binations of H,Q values for constant speed, no' and different gate 

,openings. Given any such contour, say n = nA, it is possible to obtain 

the smallest discharge, such that for constant head H' 
B 

(taken 

equal to the best-efficienoy head in Fig. 9), the effioienoy ,n,A can be 

achieved for Q = Q but not for any Q < QB' • , B This is simply done, by 

following the similarity parabola (passing through the origin) tangent to 

the contour n = n ,from H to HB" The speed" nB, is given' by 
2 A ,A 

nB = nA (HB/H,A) • The discharge Q13 may be read from Fig. 9 or determined 

from the eguation Qs = QA n13/nA (see Eq. 7). In practice, this was done 

by applying the simil-arity laws to all points on the curve n = nA and 

finding the homologous valueS for H = HB• Point a then corresponds to 

the minimum value of Q ,computed from the contour n = nA.' 

The pedormance 'curves for the Francis turbines analyzed herein were 

obtained from Bureau of Reclamation Monograph 20 (1976). For turbine F 3' 

Fig. 33 of this reference shows typical head-discharge hill curves for a 

range of N values (n=48 to 75 in English units)" An average valUe of s s 
n =62 is assumed herein. Figure 10, shows the results for a fixed gate s 
opening egual to 0.82 using the same procedure that was applied to the 

data fo):' turbines Al , A2, and Pl " It is seen that Q is n.ow a decreasing 

function of n" 
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This result. agrees with the calculations of Sheldon (1983), who found also 

a decrease in Q with increasing n for three Francis turbines with ns values 

(in English units)o;f 24.5, 44.7, and 56.1. Actually, Sheldon's resUlts show a 

trend toward smaller variations in Q with n with increasing n: the tUrs 
bine with ns = 56.1 exhibited practically no change in Q 

rotational speed from 1.00 rpm t.o 160 rpm, while the unit with 

with an inorease in 

exhibited 

a change in unit discharge from 0.85 cfs to about 0.55 cfsfor a change in speed 

from 60 rpm to 130 rpm. 

For turbines with variable gate, the prooedure outlined in the preoeding 

paragraph is of more interest, since one would want to use the variable gateoapabil

ity along with variable speed. The results obtained for the three Francis turbines 

F1 , F2 , and F3 , and for the Kaplan turbine, Kl , are summarized in Table 1. 

No CUrves are presented because the differences are small, as oan be seen from the 

Table. This indicates that the variable speed capability would not significantly 

improve the performanoe of these turbines at off-design flow and constant head. 

Turbine 

At g = 0.2 
Q 

= 0.4 

:::: 0.6 

= 0.8 

= 1.0 

== 1.2 

TABLE 1. Comparison of Turbine Efficiencies for 
Fixed and Variable Rotational Speeds 

Fl F2 F3 

nvar speed/nfixed speed 

74.0/74.0 75.1/75.0 

85.3/85.0 83.7/83.2 82.0/81.3 

91.2/91.0 89.5/89.2 89.3/88.9 

92.2/92.2 92.0/92.0 92.0/92.0 

86.0/86.0 90.1/90.1 89.8/89.8 

Kl 

83.8/83.5 

90.5/90.0 

91.5/91.0 

92.0/92.0 

91.5/91.5 

Finally, the same variable'"'gate procedure was applied to a Bureau of 

Reclamation pump turbine (1977), Tl • The results are shown in Figs. 11 and 

12. It is seen that Q is now an inoreasing funotion ofn in b.oth the 

turbining and pumping modes. There is significant improvement in turbine 

22 
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efficiency at off-design flow and constant head, even though the specific speed 

of the unit is similar to turbine F 2' which experienced a very limited 

efficiencY' improvement. The authors are not certain as to the reason for this 

difference in results between units F2 and '1'1' Two possible reasons are: 

1) That geometric shape of a pump-turbine runner is much closer to 

that of a pump than a turbine. units F 2 and T 1 are therefore 

likely to be asimilar geometries. 

2) The pump-turbine unit may not have been designed for off-design 

discharge at constant head, which would result in a very poor 

constant speed efficiency curve. 
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V. SOMETHEORETlCAL CALCULATIONS 

The calculations in Section IV indicate that for constant H, the 

discharge (0) appears to be a decreasing function of rotational speed (n) 

at low specific speed (N s ) (Francis turbines), while for larger Ns 

(~ial-flow turbines) 0 increases wtih increasing n. Within each tUr

bine type this behavior depends on the characteristics of the individual 

machines, so it may be possible to have different Q versus n relation

ships for the l3ame value of N, depending on the specific design. In 
s 

other words, one may be able to influence the speed dependence by l3uitable 

design modifications. In this section, we examine briefly this problem in 

the case of axial-flow turbines, for which a relationship O(n) can be 

derived theoretically on the basis of certain parameters characterizing 

the blade lattice geometry. 

To introduce the calculations, we look first at the case of a reaction 

turbine (not necessarily of the axial-flow type) with a sUfficient number 

of blades so that the direction of the fluid flow at the exit from the runner 

is tangential to the exit blade angle. We write Euler's equation in the 

form 

(8) 

where H is the turbine net head, g is the acceleration of gravity, llh 

is the turbine hydraulic effioiency, the subscripts 1 and 2 deno.te inlet to 

exit fram the runner, respectively, V is the fluid velocity and V its 

magnitude, a is the angle that the velocity vector V makes with the 
-+ rotational velocity u, and u + is the magnitude of u. In the space 

between distributor .exit and runner inlet, one has, wi th sufficient approxi

mation, 
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where r is radial distance and the subscript 0 denotes exit from the 

distributor. We have, furthermore, 

where bo is the ohannel width. ~hus, 

Q 1 
21tbor l tan ao 

~hen from the exit velocity triang1e, one obtains 

V2 cos a 2 

+ where Sz is the angle that the runner blades make with the negative u 2 

direot,ion, and A2 is the exit flow cross-sectional area. Combining Eg. (8) 

and the last two equations, one gets, 

(9) 

where rG == rotational speed (rad/sec) = u/r. 

~his equation shows that under the condi tiens stated, the dependence of 

Q on n is of the form An + BTlh/n, where A and Bare oonstants. If 

nh were constant when n varies (which it is not), the Q(n) graph would 

be of the form of the curve labeled "Eq. (.14,) II in Fig. 13. The minimum of the, 

curve oocur,s in this case where (r 2rG • ) 2 = nh(gH}, that is m /0, 2 m1n' min peak) '= 
nh(9H)/(r z20, k2), with rG, k 0:;:; best-efficiency or c1esign speed. Depending 

, pea 'pea 2 ' 
on the value of the parameter gH/(r 2 rGpeak 2) (that is, of the parameter 

, 2 2 
gH/n P , with n = npeak )' the design point could be to the right or left of 

the minimum, thus implying an ascending or descending Q(n) curve. In 

practice, nh varies with n, and the actual Q(n) curve will depend on 

the type of turbine and the characteristics of the specific design. 
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V.1. Axial-F.low Turbines 

The above analysis is not applicable to axial-flow turbines because 

the e~it fluid angle from the runner is not generally equal to ~2' In the 

calculation that follows, this angle is first determined on the basis of the 

blade lattice parameters. The presentation is kept brief and only the major 

resulting equations are given here. 

Consider a cylindrical section of the turbine of diameter d = aD, where 

D is the runner diameter (a < 1). For this cylindrioal section, let t be 

the blade spaoing in the lattice, 5/, the blade ohord length, 

V the relative velocity and v its mOdulus, (3 the angle that the relative 

velocity vector makes with the negative 0 direction, ~oo = (~l + ~2)/2, and 

v = v = V the axial or meridional flow velocity. The subscripts 1 and 2 a a 00 

again repres~nt the inlet and outlet of the runner, respectively. If we assume 

irrotational flow, the magnitude of the lift force FL on each blade is given 

by 

(10 ) 

where r is the circulation around each blade in the lattice, given by 

Using superposition, one can show that r can be e:xpressed in terms of the 

zero-lift-angle, (30' for the lattice, and a dimensionless parameter 8, in 

the form: 

( 1.1) 

Theparameter <5 represents the e:xtent to which the relative fluid velocity leaves 

the runner at the runner's exit angle. Combining the last two equations, one obtains 

= 1-.::...0 v 1 cos ~ 1 J. + 0 + 
" l' 1 . 
v~-

a 1 + 0 tansO 
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This equation allow.s all components in the exit velooity triangle to 

be expressed in terms of inlet quantities, specifically in terms of va 

and a 1 , One has in partioular 

=~ 
1 + 8 

and Euler's Eq. (8) then yields (with u l = u 2 = u) 

(12) 

Assuming a unifo):'m velocity distdbution ave):' the turbine cross section of 

external diamete.r D and hub diameter dh , one has 

(13) 

Introducing u = ~O, where r .is the radius of the characteristic cylindri-

cal section considereo, ano replacing va from Eq. (13), one obtains., finally,' 

from Eq. (12) 

1 1 ---='-- + -....;;::-
tan a l tan (30 

(14 ) 

This equation oiffers fromEq. (9) mainly in the presence of the factor 

(1 +8) /28 in the second term in the numerator, where 8 is the lattice 

parameter defined earlier. 

An alternative derivation of Eq. (14) Oan also be given on the' basis 

of the head-correction factor eH as defined for example in Wislicenus (1965). 

Euler's Eq •. (,8) with u1 = u 2 = u is written in the form 

(15) 

where the absolute velocity veotor 'V * 2 
is that which would be obtained if; 

the flow left the blade in the direction of zero lift, a* 2 
is the angle 

this vector makes with the t direction, and eH is the correction factor 
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needed to make the righ-hand sides of Egs. (8) and (15) equal. One oan then 

show that on the basis of CH as defined by Eg. (15) I the same Eg. (14) 

is obtained with 20/(1 + 0) replaced by CH, 

V.2. Estimation of the Lattice Parameter 0 

\ ,:' In order to apply Eg. (14) to an aotual turbine it is necessary to 

[ 

estimate the lattice paramete):'s 0 (0):' CH = 20/(1 +'0» and So' For 

thin profiles with small mean-line curvatures, one can use as a first 

approximation theoretical results available for a lattice of flat plates of 

length L and spacing s, inclined at an angle So relative to the nega

tive u direction. The lift coefficient for a plate in suoh a blade 

system is given by (Durand, 1935) 

C = 2'1TK sin a. 
L 

(16) 

where a. is the angle of attack and K is a factor that depends on the lattice 

geometry, that is, a function of a = ,Q,/t (chord length divided by the 

spacing) and the angle (30' Here, CL is defined by 

where F' 
L 

is the lift force per un·it width and p 

fluid, Combining Egs. (17) and CtO} one has also 

(l7) 

the mass density of the 

( 18') 

and therefore the parameter 0 defined by Eg. (11)oan be calculated from the 

results for the lift coefficient. One obtains 

(19) 

Likewise, 

C . = __ ---'2=--__ _ 
H 

1 + 2t 1 1 
11,Q, sin (30 K 

( 20) 

30 
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Graphs of 6 and CH as functions of So and cr;::: .Q./t are given respectively 

in Mataix (1975) andWislicenus (1965). 

V.3. Application to Axial-Flow Turbine A2 

Available information on design cbaracteristics for the. axial-flow 

turbine labeled A2 in Table 1, Section IV, bas been used to test Eq. (14). 

'rbe information on hand was completed as needed, introducing suitable 
.... 

assumptions. Known ~arameters were: diameter P ~ 1.8 m, head H = 8.3 m, 
1\ A A 1\ .... 3 

discharge Q;::: 10.65 m /s and speed n ~ 222 rpm (H, Q, and n are design or 

peak-efficiency values).Tbe number of blades was z = 5. A peak efficiency 
.... 
n ;::: 0.90 was assumed for the machine. Application of Eq. (14) required 

estimates of the hub diameter ratio dh/P, the radius r of a typical cylin

drical section, and the various dimensions and angles in the velocity 

triangles. These were obtained as~mming that the absolute velocity vector 

at exit from the runner was perpendicular to the rotational velocity ii, that 

is, 

cos 

V2,cos <:%2 "" 0, 

Q',2 = VI cos <:%1' 

and using Euler's equation to calculate VI cos <:%1 - V 2 
'" Since v a 

is.known from the known value of Q and the 

assumed hub-diameter ratio (see Eq. 13), the velocity triangles for the cylin-

drical section at r could be drawn. The blade spacing and chord length 

were estimated from the nt;lrober of blades, the r value chose"n, and available' 

sketches of the turbine. Finally, Eq. (19) and Eq. (14), written for the 

best-efficien.cy point,. were used to obtain reasonable estimates of So andS, 

taking into account the value of S as determined from the velocity triangles. 
co 

For the particular case of turbine A2, the following equation resulted 

from these estimates 

" 9 ~. 0.72£ + 0.3ln n 
" h n .Q n 

( 21) 

The values of fo,:' varying n were obtained from the available performance 

curves for tbis turbine~ This equation is represented in Fig. 13. Also 

'g.iven in Fig. 13 are the curve resulting from the similar ity ·calculations on 

turbine AZ and a curve corresponding to Eq. (14) , with the numerical values 

in 1!Jq. (21) , but with nh = 1.0 for all n values. 

Finally, a tentative calculation to show what would be the effect of 

varying certain characteristic design parameters of the turbine on the Q(n) 
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dependence at constant H is presented in Fig. 14. The curves on this figure 

are parametric in the parameter 8 defined by Eg. (11), and given by Eg. (19) 

for the case of a lattice of flat plate ,profiles. Essentially, the variation 

in 8 must be accomplished, as shown by Eg. (19), through variations in the 

ratio r = ~/t or in the angle ~O' These results will be developed in more 

detail elsewhere. 
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VI. SUMMAR¥ AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. The hydromechanical aspects of variable-speed hydroturbine operation 

were investigated to estimate the potential improvement in performance 

associated with the variable speed capability. 

2. The potential advantages of the variable-speed turbine are a) improved 

performance at off-design heads and improved range of operating head, 

b) improved performance at off-design discharge, and c) improved per

formance for pUmp-turbine units, where peak performance rotational 

speed may be different for the pumping and turbining modes. 

3. Variable-speed performance diagrams at constant head for two small 

axial-flow turbines with fixed vanes and blades, an axial pump used 

as a turbine, three Francis turbines, a pump turbine, and a Kaplan 

turbine, were obtained from information supplied by manufacturers or 

available in the literature. These performance diagrams were used 

in conjunction with similarity laws to obtain the variable speed 

performance characteristics at constant head operation. 

4.. The calculations indicate a +20 percent range of turbine discharge at 

oonstant head, with acceptable performanc~ for one of the axial flow 

turbines with fixed vanes and blades and for the axial flow pump used 

asa turbine. No significant performance improvement was found for 

the other axial flow turbine. The turbines with a higher specific 

speed had the greatest improvement in performance. 

5. The variable speed capability did not significantly improve the performance 

of the three Francis turbines at off-design discharge and constant head 

when used along with the variable-gate capability of these turbines. The 

same result was obtained for the Kaplan turbine. 
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6. A significant improvement in turbining efficiency at off~design flow. and 

constant head was found for the purnp~turbine, even though the specific 

speed of the unit is similar to one of the Francis turbines disoussed 

above. 

o 

Two possible reasons :Eor this di:Eference are: 

':rhe geometr.io shape 0:E a pump~tuJ;bine runner is much oloser to 

that of a pump than a turbine. ':rhe two units are there:Eore 

likely to be asimilar geometries. 

o r;rhe pump~turbine unit may not have been designed for off~design 

disoharge at oonstant head, which would result ina very poor 

constant speed e:E:Eiciency curve. 

7. The dependence of turbine discharge, 0, on rotational speed, n, is 

shown theoretically to be 0:E the form 

where A and B are constants, and nh is the turbine hydraulic 

efficiency. This implies an ascending or descending 0 versus n 

curve, depending upon whether the design point of the turbine is to 

the right or left .of the minimum in the above equation. For axial~f10w 

(propeller) units, it is shown how the parameters A and Bdepend on the 

design character istics. 

8. The theoretical calculations confirm the variations of 0 with n· at 

constant head for the propeller turbine e~hibiting the largest O(n) 

changes. Furthermore, a tentative calculation is presented to show what 

the effect of varying certain characteri.stic design parameters of the 

turbine could be· on the O(n) dependence at oonstant head. 

9. Additional r.esearch on variable speed turbine hydromechanics is needed, 

on the one hand with more comprehensive data sets for· existing turbines, on 

the other, to establish the feasibility of designing a turbine to achieve 

variable~speed characteristics of possible interest. Improvements in per

formance and ranges of application may be enhanced if a runner is specifically 

designed for variable-speed operation. 
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10 • Diffuser performance for high specific speeds needs reevaluation. At 

high Ns diffuser efficiency is generally very important. The loss of 

efficiency of propeller units at off-design speeds maybe offset by 

improved diffuser efficiency. For variable .... speed turbines in particular, 

e;x:cess swirl results at exit from the runner, which may be Qsed at least 

v j partly to improve diffuser performance. 

11. Cavitation characte):"istics of turbines as functions of speed need also 

additional study. On a more general note, mo):"e model tests and turbine 

resea):"ch need to be perfo):"med fo):" the public domain. 
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